
Maths
Week 4 - Multiplication



Session 1 - Multiplication

What is it?

Sometimes we can use arrays to help us.

Everything needs to be equal (rows and columns)



What Is an Array?

When pictures or objects are put into columns and rows, it is called an array. 

They can help us to count objects more efficiently. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/maths-ks1--ks2-how-to-use-

arrays-to-multiply/zrks382

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/maths-ks1--ks2-how-to-use-arrays-to-multiply/zrks382


Arrays have rows and columns

Rows
C

olum
ns



How many columns/rows are in these 
arrays?

There are       columns. There are       rows.4 2



How many windows?

There are        rows.

There are       columns.

There are       windows altogether.

4

5

20



On your whiteboard write the following:

rows

columns

altogether



How many shells?

There are         rows.

There are      columns.

There are       shells altogether.

3

3

9

Your turn



Your turn



Your turn



Task:

Take a handful of counters.

What arrays can you make from them?



Plenary



Session 2

Multiplication

Division

What do you know?



2, 4, 6

5, 10, 15

10, 20, 30

3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36



What do you know?

What is an Array?



What Is an Array?

When pictures or objects are put into columns 

and rows, it is called an array. They can help us 

to count objects more efficiently. 



2× 8 = 16

How many planets

in each row?

How many rows 

are there?

2 8



What is this array showing?

5 × 3 = 15 



What is this array showing?

5 × 5 = 25



What is this array showing?

10 × 4 = 40



Task
Complete the multiplication calculations that the arrays are showing. Once you 
have done this your challenge is to draw your own arrays from the calculation 

given.



Plenary





Session 3

Let’s count in 2s.

What can you tell me about the 2 times tables?















7



Plenary





Session 4

Let’s count in 5s.

What can you tell me about the 5 times tables?





Task Match with the correct calculation

3 x 5

2 x 5

5 x 5





Fill in the missing numbers into the number 
sentences

5 x 6 =

= 5 x 2

5 x         = 45

15 =         x 5



___       x   5 = ___

___       x   ___ = ___



Plenary



Katie is having a party.

Cakes come in packs of 2 or 10.

Katie bought 20 cakes. How many of each pack did she 
buy?

Session 5





Katie is having a party.

Cakes come in packs of 2 or 10.

Katie bought 30 cakes. How many of each pack did she buy?

Challenge: What if the cakes also came in packs of 5?
What if the cakes also came in packs of 3?


